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IPSEC - Client-Server

IKEv1 - PSK Authentication
1. Scenario Details
We need to implement a secure network between 3 PLCs to enable them to communicate with each 
other. To do this we will create an IPSec tunnel in which a TITAN-based device connected to the PLC3 
will act as the IPSec Master. The device will have a SIM card with a fixed IP address of 88.28.221.24. 
The TITAN-based device connected to PLC2 and PLC3 will act as the IPSec Client. The following diagram 
shows the connection diagram with the relevant IP addresses of all devices.
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In this example, authentication using a secret key (PSK) will be used.

 

2. Configurations and Prerequisites
The basic requirement for this is that the SIM card inserted in the TITAN-based device acting as the IPSec 
Server must have public and static IP addresses. This is needed to enable remote access from other 
TITAN-based devices connected to the Internet. We must also make sure that all the devices are set to 
the correct time, since the generation and verification of certificates will require this.
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3. IPSEC configuration of the TITAN-based device (SERVER)
Check the “Enabled” box at the top of the configuration page and click on the “SAVE CONFIG” button.

Next, since the TITAN-based device’s IPSec service is based on strongswan, the “ipsec.conf” and “ipsec.
secrets” files must also be configured. The simplest solution is to go to the examples at the bottom of the 
page and choose the example that is closest to your configuration needs. For this application note we will 
choose example 5 (as we are configuring the server), clicking on (downloading) the corresponding “ipsec.
conf” and “ipsec.secrets” files, which we will open with a notepad to extract their contents.
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This content must be tailored to the scenario and inserted into the appropriate box. For “ipsec.conf”: 

 

Note that the final file has been changed with respect to example 5, adding 2 connections for “client1” 
and “client2” and their corresponding subnets. The default connection parameters have also been 
changed to “conn %default”.

And for “ipsec.secrets” (you must click on the “Show/Hide” legend beforehand to display the box), the 
password will be set as “mypass”.

 

Next we click on the “SAVE CONFIG” button, which will record the contents of both files in the TITAN-based 
device’s internal memory.  Lastly, if the IPSec service was not started when the device started (i.e. the 
“Enabled” box was not checked), it must be fully restarted (“Other >> Reboot” menu). If the IPSec service 
was already started ("Enabled" box checked), you can just click on the "RESTART IPSEC" button to restart 
the IPSec service with the new configuration, without having to restart the device itself, which is a much 
faster option.
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Once the TITAN-based device has been restarted or the “RESTART IPSEC” button has been pressed (if the 
service was already active), the IPSEC connection status will appear as shown below. If the “Status” box 
is blank, the service may not yet have started. Wait a few seconds and click on the “REFRESH” button.

4. IPSEC configuration of the TITAN-based device (CLIENT)
In this section we can configure the TITAN-based device acting as the IPSec client and connected to 
PLC1. Configuring the second Titan connected to PLC2 follows the same process.

Check the “Enabled” box at the top of the configuration page in the “VPN>IPSec” section and click on 
the “SAVE CONFIG” button.

Next, since the TITAN-based device’s IPSec service is based on strongswan, the “ipsec.conf” and “ipsec.
secrets” files must also be configured. The simplest solution is to go to the examples at the bottom of 
the page and choose the example that is closest to your configuration needs. We will choose example 7 
for this application note (as we are configuring the Client), clicking on (downloading) the corresponding 
“ipsec.conf” and “ipsec.secrets” files, which we will open with Notepad to extract their contents.
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This content must be tailored to the scenario and inserted into the appropriate box. For “ipsec.conf”:

Remember that in “right” you must indicate the public IP of the TITAN-based device acting as the IPSec 
Master, in this example it is 88.28.54.84.   Also note that the value in leftid must be “@client1”, as that 
is how it is configured for Client1 in the Titan IPSec server’s “ipsec.conf” file.

And for “ipsec.secrets” (you must click on the “Show/Hide” legend beforehand to display the box), we will 
set the password to “mypass”.
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Next we click on the “SAVE CONFIG” button, which will record the contents of both files in the TITAN-based 
device’s internal memory.  Lastly, if the IPSec service was not started when the device started (i.e. the 
“Enabled” box was not checked), it must be fully restarted (“Other >> Reboot” menu). If the IPSec service 
was already started ("Enabled" box checked), you can just click on the "RESTART IPSEC" button to restart 
the IPSec service with the new configuration, without having to restart the device itself, which is a much 
faster option.

Once the TITAN-based device has been restarted or the “RESTART IPSEC” button has been pressed (if the 
service was already active), the IPSEC connection status will appear as shown below. If the “Status” box 
is blank, the service may not yet have started. Wait a few seconds and click on the “REFRESH” button. If 
everything works fine, you should see a screen like the one below:

At this point, PLC1 (client) and PLC3 (server) can already interact with each other through a secure IPSec 
tunnel. For example, you could PING PLC3 from PLC1 and vice versa. Repeat the same configuration 
procedure for the TITAN-based device connected to PLC2. 


